thepaintfoundation.com

An opportunity to donate the excess materials, machinery, equipment, vehicles, and funds to
a better cause and avail tax beneﬁts with our 501c3 Foundation.

About us
Lets team up for a Better Cause.
After spending over 5 decades in the paint industry, manufacturing paints, paint raw materials and reusing items of
varied speciﬁcations into batches of imperfections, we are so glad to have made mistakes. Creating items of a
speciﬁcation that meet the requirements of the markets at pricings that make painting surfaces possible in all
communities.
Mr. Huzaifa’s work on 13 Recycled product Patents in process with USPTO (United States Patent and Trademark Oﬃce)
is absolute revolutionary contribution to the global industry. By inventing formulations, creating products and
pioneering complex projects to simplicity, Mr. Huzaifa provides unlimited solutions, emerging as a Pathﬁnder.

Mission
To Provide Environmentally sustainable reuse options to generators for their non-salable, non-useable, and waste.
To Recycle it back in a circular economy, creating products of use and value for developing communities.

Program
We are endeavoring to collaborate with Paint and paint
raw material Industries to the common goal of Circular
Economics.
Under a wider spectrum of remanufactured items, we
have invented several products that are of quality and
value. With diﬀerent streams of sources ranging from
Solvent-based and water-based inventories and
consumables, we are successful in creating products.
It is now, in the era of abundance, the environmental
equilibrium can be put in a sync with correct chemistries
for social beneﬁts. Reducing exploitation of resources in
extractions of raw materials on the production side and
reducing the damage to the environment by dumping
back complex chemicals in the form of unused items back
into the ecosystem on the disposal side.

Sustainability
We are a US-based local Charity Foundation that works
on bringing Maximum Sustainability with the Paint and
Paint Raw Materials manufacturing Industry. We work
as a solution provider for generators of impracticable
and unsalable. We create products using simple and
complex chemistries to achieve ﬁnal usable items from
the unusable.
Based on the idea of reduction of waste creation by reutilization of the excess inventories, expired/reject
batches, by-products, change of markets, change of
brands, extra inventories created during
Mergers/acquisitions, items that could be transformed
from waste back into the production line.

Purpose
THE PAINT FOUNDATION is designed to get solutions to both of the above issues. In the process of creating
donations, aﬀordable paint products, create employment and ﬁnancial advantages to all the communities.

Disposal becomes Donation and Recycling becomes Charity

Join us
Partner with us to Beneﬁt the needy
There are no entry fees to join The Paint Foundation.
Everybody with access to background, knowledge, contacts, ability, and desire to serve the community
are welcome. Participation in projects of collections of items and funding to accomplish circular
solutions. We have prospects of free volunteer enrollments and employment generation in this unique
process. Shops and Factories will have opportunities to better their ﬁnancial and social standing using
The Paint Foundation platform.
To create a team of Environmentalist to achieve a common goal of 100% sustainability and reuse. Have
a zero-waste community. Uplift the communities providing paints and other utilities as Charity.
We open a platform for Paint industry professionals to join the forum and get associated with the
social cause of their expertise. Participation with time, knowledge, expertise, guidance and the
experience is equally valuable.
You can submit your details by clicking here

Team Building
Interns: Building a team and welcoming new with ideas and energy directing the students into mainstream

business. Students can practically participate in programs to develop awareness and solutions within
communities. Creating value for and generating revenue.

Volunteers: Paint Professionals and related personnel interested in developing careers in the Recycling

industry can contribute their time and connections to develop and spread solutions.

Paint Stores: Paint stores participate as collection points with the communities creating 100% paint

circular economy neighborhood.

EHS Professionals and Advisory Board: EHS and safety persons can contribute ideas to the

platform of creating a more sustainable society. The Board also consists of Executive personnel from the
industry with inputs and ideas to better the Foundation and guide the direction for expansions.

Paint and Paint related Industries: We have a unique opportunity for paint and paint-related

industries to be huge contributing partners by donating paints, paint-related items, and funds to operate and
enhance productivity.

Recycled Product Range

Interior / Exterior
Latex Paints
and Primer

Weather
Guards

Texture
Coatings

Flat
Emulsions

Stucco
Putties

Bitumen
Emulsions

Regent Recycled Series: Water-based Paints

Recycled Product Range

Alkyd/ Synthetic
Enamels

Alkyd
Stains

Industrial
Coatings

Red/Grey
Oxide Primers

Alkyd
Putties

Bitumen
Primers

Regent Recycled Series: Solvent-based Paints

Collections Programs
The donation is accepted in forms of Cheque/cash/transfer and in forms of materials/inventory/goods. But not
limited to these, we are in a process of expanding the operations by all kinds of diverse possibilities, by
accepting the below items in use.
1. Plants
2. Machines

3. Vehicles
4. Equipment

5. Intellectual Properties
(Trademarks, copyrights, and patents).

Our programs of recycling with paint and paint raw material industries cover issues with:
Oﬀ specs
Customer returns
Brand changes
Industrial waste
Solvent waste
Washed waters
Tank wash

Machine wash
Incomplete batches
Batch Failures
Gel Materials
Alkyd wash
Pigments and additive industry items
Latex binders

Hi-acid value/color variations
Sweep Materials
Mistints
Expired inventory
Takeover or Merger inventory issues
Closeouts
& all types of non-saleable, non-usable

We have Patents with USPTO in processes for 13 items creating revolutionary technology on
recreating recycled products from the paint industry.
Several Articles have been published in various well known publications such as SCAA, IPCM, JCT, PCI,
Paint India magazines.
We are active members with international ACA (USA), CPCA (Canada), SCAA (Australia), PRA (UK), IPCA
& ISPA (India), SWANA (USA), SSPC (USA), ANAFPYT (Mexico) and few other paint Associations.
Honorary Speaker at conferences with revolutionary papers of Sustainability and Environmental
advocacy of circular economies. (Previous and future selected).
1. Biobased US Conference Nov 2019 in Dallas,
2. Biobased Asia Conference Jan 2020 in Thailand,
3. Biobased European Conference Nov 2020 Netherlands,

Our Companies

Memberships & Af ﬁliations

UK

To know more please visit:

www.thepaintfoundation.com
or you can also simply scan here

